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Objective 

To promote the vocational training of young people and the employability of women 

Activities 

First session of group mentoring this year was held on the 20th of January.  

The participants and mentors divided into groups to discuss and share experiences on 
three different areas: 

WORK LIFE BALANCE 

This topic is particularly important for young mothers, who either want to or – due to 
limited financial resources – need to combine intensive professional life with the demands 
of taking care of their family.  

How much time devote to work?  
What about overtime and business trips? 
When can I leave a child with a babysitter or a nursery?  

These questions are important to women making decision about their come back to work 
from a maternal leave and usually determine their professional choices.  

Mothers are as capable workers as any others, but it is important to help the employers 
understand that and suggest flexible solutions that allow combining responsibilities of a 
parent with an effective performance at work. These solutions include making use of 
technology, homeworking or working half-time, or sometimes something as simple as 
modifying the working hours. 

The participants were affected by examples given by the mentors leading the discussion, 
that maintaining work life balance and joining the labor market while having a family is 
really possible. And though some obstacles are difficult to overcome, this encouragement 
provided by the mentors was priceless.  

EMOTIONS AT WORK 

At the beginning of the session, the mentors showed the participants that emotions can 
play different roles in our professional lives, sometimes positive and in some cases – 
negative. The participants learned that in order to succeed in business environment they 
have to be ready to deal from time to time with strong emotions, their own or of their 
coworkers.  

It was an opportunity to learn about “FUKOZ” rule (from Polish: “fakty” – facts, 
“uczucia” – feelings, “konsekwencje” – consequences, “oczekiwania” – expectations, 
“zasady” – rules). 

What are the FACTS?  



What FEELINGS accompanied them?  

What were the CONSEQUENCES?  

We inform about our EXPECTATIONS.  

We set out RULES to avoid similar situations in future. 

Developing self-control and learning how to react to stressful and emotional situations 
(or deal with their outcome) is an important factor in one’s professional development. 

BE BRAVE AT WORK 

How to get where you want to be in your professional career? Where to find courage to 
introduce changes in your professional live?  

This topic is important especially for young workers or graduates, who need to face their 
potential employers as well as their own uncertainty (which is especially important for 
women and young people coming from unprivileged environment, who are prone to have 
lower self-esteem).  

The mentors leading this session, both of who can be described as being professionally 
and personally successful, shared their experiences about where to find motivation and 
how to prove your point or state your case in matters that are important for you, but may 
be disregarded by your employer.  

They also encouraged young participants to bravely pursue their professional goals and 
not to underestimate their own abilities. If you feel inadequate, better option than to 
resign, is to seek proper motivation and improvement of your skills or work performance. 

The sessions were preceded and followed by informal networking between the mentors 
and participants, all in a very friendly, open atmosphere and accompanied with some 
coffee and snacks. 

Methodology:  Mentoring  

Assistance: 30 women 

Participation: high level of involvement and participation 

Incidents: none 

 


